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The avoidedcrossing molecular-beam method hzs been applied to CH&F, in the ground torsional state. Stark and 
hyperfme rotational anticrossings have been studied, along with barrier anticrossings in which the zero-field energy differ- 
ences depend only on the iorsiotial splittings. For v = 0, pure IO tational spectra were measured for J = 13 + 12 and 14 + 13 
with a mm-wave spectrometer and for 3 = 1 + 0 with the molecular-bean spectrometer. Stark and Zecmar. studies hwve 
been carried out with conventional beam techniques. From a simultaneous analysis of existing microwave data for v > 2 
and the currer.t measurements, it was found that the moment of inertia of the methyl top 1, = 3.170(Z) amu A*, the effec- 
tive rotational consrantAeff = 40.59.522(22) MHz, and the effective height of the barrier Qff = 413.979(141 cm-‘. The 
true values of,4 and 4 have been obtained wit&in certe approximations. The rotational constantB and several distor- 
tion constants including DKwvere evaluated. In addition to determining the electric dipole moment JI to be X33938(14) D, 
the data yielded values for the distortion dipole constants pD and PJ, and the molecularg-factors g,, and gl_ 

l_ Introduction 

A significaut advance in the study of internal rota- 

tion of symmetric rotors has been made recently with 
the development of the avoidedcrossing molecular- 

beam method [1,2]. In favourable cases, this tech- 
nique allows the determination of energy separations 
A0 between levels that are not connected by a matrix 
element of the permanent dipole moment. The 
(AK = 0) selection rule can be overcome in this way, 
so that the leading terms in the torsion-rotation 
hamiltonian can now be measured directly. 

The avoided crossing can be classified according 
to the mechanism which provides the mixing between 
the interacting levels [2-4]. In the “Stark anticros- 
sings”, this mixing arises from the centrifugal distor- 
tion dipole moment pD [5,6]. The selection rules are 
AK=?3andAa=O[2],wherea=--1,O,+lIabels 

the torsional sublevels. In the “hyperfme anticrossing”, 
the mixing is produced by the nuclear hyper!%e effects. 
Here the selection rules are AK = 0, + 1, F 2, depending 
on the specific hyperfme operator involved, and Au = 
O,kl [2]. 

The avoided crossings can also be classified accord- 
ing to the physical origin of the zero-field ener,v sep- 
aration A,. If this contains a contribution from the 
energy of rigid rotation, the anticrossing is referred to 
as “rotational”. If A0 arises entirely from torsional 

terms, we have a “barrier” anticrossing. In both cases, 

to lowest order, the crossing field et at which the two 
interacting levels have their minimum separations vm 
is proportional to the ratio of A0 to the electric di- 
pole moment fl_ 

In the initial experiment [2], a series of (kJ= 0) 

rotational anticrossings were studied in CH,CF,. 
Of the Stark cases measured, all involved K = + 2 ++ 7 1, 
because this type has the lowest ec [3]. In the most 
recent work [4], a series of barrier anticrossings were 
studied in CH,SiH,, along with a set of rotational 
avoided crossings * between upper level (J, = 1, P;, 
= t 1, a,) and lower level (JP = 2, Kp = 0, a$. No 

* As in the convention defied ir. ref. [3], the levels are 

kbelled by the quantum numbers appropriate to the elec- 
tric field range 0 < l < eC. For this field range, the upper 
and lower levels are denoted (2 and p, respectively. 
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(4J= 0) rotational anticrossings were observed because 
the E, involved were too high. 

A test of the current model for internal rotation in 
symmetric rotors was completed~recen_tIy [7] using 
CH, SiH, by analysing both the avoidedcrossing data 
[4] and microwave measurements; the latter included 
older spectra [S] and extensive new results [7]. Be- 
cause of coohng in the nozzle beam source, the anti- 
crossing experiments were confined to the ground tor- 
sional level (u = 0); this is true of a!A the work to date 
including that reported here. The microwave experi- 
ments are based on the torsional satellite method intro- 
duced by Kivelson [9] ; these measurements are made 
primarily in the excited torsional levels, but are much 
less sensitive to the leading terms in the hamiltonian. 
it was concluded that the model [7,10-i?] works 
well for levels well below the top of the barrier, but 
breaks down for levels near the barrier top or above it 

PI. 
In the current work, the avoidedxrossiq, method 

has been applied to methyltrifluorosilane (CH,SiF,). 
With its internal rotor splittings in the 10 to 300 MHz 
range, its smaIl difference (A - B) in rotational con- 
stants, and its large eIectric dipole moment ~1, this 
molecule is very well suited to the study of both bar- 
rier and (AJ = 0) rotational anticrossings. A large 
number of both types have been observed, including 
Stark rotational anticrossings with K = + 3 + 0. These 
had been predicted [3], but not previously detected. 
With absolute measurements of 21 different 4u and 
6 relative measurements, the internal consistency of 
the rotational and barrier experiments has been estab- 
iished to a high degree of accuracy. 

A simultaneous analysis was carried out of both 
these beam data and the microwave spectra. The latter 
consisted of the existing cm-wave data [ 133 for u S 3 
supplemented with current results from two ground- 
state studies: mm-wave measurements for J = I3 + 12 
and J= 14 + 13, and molecular-beam electric-resonance 
(MSER) measurements for J = 1 + 0. The analysis con- 
fiis the conclusion reached for rnethylsilane [?I. The 
established model for internal rotation [?, lo-121 re- 
produced the frequencies for levels below the barrier 
top (u G 2), but the resulting Ieast-squares parameters, 
as given in tab!e 1, predict microwave frequencies for 
the levels near the barrier top (u = 3) that clearly dis. 
agree with experiment. It is not known whether the 
mechanism for the breakdown is a direct result of the 

Table 1 
Molecular constants for CH3SiF3 a) 

Quantity 

P/P tow b) 

!I 03 b) 

PJOiD) 

PDW) 

q (nm) 

gL(nm) 

.4eff(MHZ) 

33 (MHz) 

0, (ICHZ) 

D JK &=I 

DK CkHz) 

P 

V$” (cm-‘) 

F~J (MHz) 

Fg J (MHz) 

DJ~ O~Hz) 

Dkf; (MHz) 

3.270994:;s) 

x.3938(14) c-d) 

1.23 (26) 

2.13 (57) 

-0.0252(4) 

-0.0178(2) 

4059.521(X) 

3718.042(21)d) 

0.8566(68) 

2..521(11) 

-4.32(33) 

0.02546055(48) 

413_994(9)d) 

-18_91(12)d) 

-0.524(58) 

o.o9o6(z7)@ 

0.208(40) 

aI In cv&ating the constants that enterHTR, only the data 
with u C 2 were used. 

b) Here .u represents pe (3~). 
c) This was calculated using ~(0C.S) = 0.71519(3) D [22]. 
d) Comparisons with previous values are given in the test. 

levels’ position with respect to the barrier top or is a 
resuh of an unrelated process, such as perturbation 
by a low-lying vibrational fundamental. However, with 
a second molecule now behaviug in the same manner 
as CH3SiH3, it is becoming clear that the mechanism 
at work is intrinsic to the torsion-rotation-vibration 
hamiltonian. 

In addition to this torsion-rotation investigation, 
2 Stark-Zeeman study was carried out. The precision 
value of fl obtained was essential to the analysis of the 
anticrossing data. AU the dipole constants and g-fac- 
tors determined are listed in table 1. 

2. Theory 

The torsion-rotation hamiltoman HTR for a sym- 
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metric rotor has received a great deal of attention over 
the years [lo-12,14,15]. Most recently,HTR has been 
discussed in the light of the development of the avoided- 
crossing method [4,7]. Here we shall only review very 
briefly the most important results following the nota- 
tion of the earlier studies of CH,SiH, [4,7,16]. 

In the internal-axis method (IAM), 

H TR =B‘lz +(A -B)J,2 al+’ 

W&(1 -cos3oL)] -+lYD. (1) 

The fit two terms result from rigid rotation, while 
the third and fourth arise from oscillations in the tor- 
sional angle cy.HD takes into account distortion effects 
associated with these two types of motion. In the limit 
that such effects are negligible, F =A/p(l - p), where 
p = I,/(& +If). Here I, andIf are, respectively, the 
moments of inertia about the symmetry axis of the 
CH3-top and the SiF3-frame. In the current work, 
only the first term in the Fourier expansion of the 
hindering potential V(o) is retained because ‘this 
leading term cannot be separated from the higher- 
order corrections [7]. If these corrections are negli- 
gible, then V3 is the height of the potential barrier. 

The distortion hamiltonian Ho can be expanded 
in terms of the square of the total angular momentum 
J, the component J, of .J along the symmetry axis zI 
the torsional angular momentum p, and the torsional 
OperatorS f (1 - cos 3n&), where JZ is an integer. If 
only the terms that enter directly into the analysis of 

the current data are retained, then 

- (DJm J2 + DK J2> p 2 mz 

+ f (1 - cos 3LY)(iQfi f F&) 

+ f (1 - cos 9a)FgjJz . (2) 

The reason for including Fy in preference to Fu is 
discussed in section 8. Because various terms in HD 
have been dropped, some of the constants in eqs. (1) 
and (2) must be interpreted as effective parameters 
[7]. For example, both F and p will deviate by smah 
amounts from the definitions given above. A full dis- 
cussion of H,-, and the difficulties in separating the 
various parameters is given elsewhere [7]. 

The quantum numbers Iabelhng the eigenvaiues 
ET, of ffTR are (~KIJVZJ). The symmetry type of 
the torsional wavefunctions is A for u = 0 and E for 
u = f 1. The symmetry type I’ of the torsion-rota- 
tion wavefunctions is determined by the irreducible 
representation of group G18 corresponding to (JKu) 
[17]. mJ is the magnetic quantum number for the 
component of J along the space-fzed Z-direction, 
which is, of course, taken to be the direction of the 
external fields. When nuclear hyperfine effects are 
taken into account, several additional quantum num- 
bers must be introduced. mH and v+- are, respective- 
ly, the magnetic quantum numbers for the total hy- 

drogen nuclear spin 1, and the total fluorine nuclear 
spin 1~. The eigenvalue of the Z-component of the . 
totd m&u momentum is mT = mJ + ltlH + mF_ 

In order to analyse the torsion-rotation data, 
ETR was calculated as described in refs. [4,7] treat- 
ing HD with first-order perturbation theory. In order 
to determine the dipo!e moment p in the Stark study 
and the zero-field splittings A0 in the anticrossing ex- 
periments, the Stark-rotation hamiltonian was diag- 
onahzed [4,16] after truncation at AI = 3. In this 
calculation, the rotational hamiltonian is treated as 
though ra + 03, but with B replaced by the (v = 0) 
value of B as defined by eq. (6) below. For CH$iF3, 
this value of s is 3715.658 MHz. The vdues of DJ 

and DJK used are given in table 1. The fundamental 
constants were taken from Cohen and Taylor [18]. 

3. Experimental details 

The experimental methods and conditions were 
very similar to those used for earlier studies of sym- 
metric rotors [3,19,20]. The basic MBER apparatus 
has been described in detail elsewhere [21]. The very 
low rotational temperatures required were obtained 
using the seeded beam technique; a mixture of 4% 
CHa SiF, in argon was expanded through a 40 ,um 
nozzle at a backing pressure of 1 .O bar with the source 
at room temperature_ The two strongest ion fragments 
SiFz and CH3SiF$ were detected simultaneously by 
adjusting the resolution of the mass spectrometer. 

Three different C-field configurations were used. 
For the Stark-Zeeman studies, the large quartz C- 
field was employed [3] with a 120 mm long section 
coated for (Am, = 0, f 1) transitions. For the anti- 
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crossings at relatively low field (e, G 2 kvjcm), this 
same quartz field was used but with a 62 mm long 
section coated only for (AJ?z, = 0) transitions [3]. 
For the high-field anticrossiqp, the small Pyrex C- 
field was used with a 13 mm long section coated only 
for (am, = 0) transitions [20]. A detailed discussion 
of the stability and caIibration of the electric field 
has been given earlier [3,7-O]. 

4. The eiectric dipole moment 

A precisiorr measurement of the dipole moment 
was obtained by studying the usual MBER spectra 
(J, ?lKl, TlmJ) --, (J, ilKi, TlmJ+ 1). For the C- 
field used (see section 3), the full width APT at haLf 
height due to time of flight was ~4 kHz. Preliminary 
observations were made of several spectra; each ap- 
peared as a structureless feature whose width was 
dominated by hyperfiie and/or inhomogeneity effects. 

The fma! measurements of fi were made from the (m/ 
=TI+O)and(T2+~I)componentsforJ~=3,~. 
At an electric tieId of ai226 V/cm, these fell at 240.0 
and 238.6 MHz, respectively. For each component, 
the observed full width Avobs at half height was =I i 
!-rHz and the signal-to-noise ratio was ~2 for a time 
constant of 1 s. A signnal-averager was used to obtain 

a signal-to-noise of at least 5/l. This specific JK was 
chosen because, for this case, the frequencies mea- 
sured for the components are independent [19] of 
the nuclear hyperfiie effects and of the effective ani- 

sotropy (a3 - aJeff in the polarizabihty. The latter 
takes into account 1161 both the true anisotropy 
(a, - cQ and theJdependence of the dipole mo- 
ment that enters the second-order Stark effect. 

The values of p obtained for the two components 
agreed to 3 ppm, a difference consistent with the fre- 
quency error of -1 kHz. The ratio of the average to 
the dipole moment of OCS in the (J= 1) level of the 
ground vibrational state is given in table 1~ along with 

the absoiute value of~l calculated using p(OCS) = 
0.71519(3) [22]. This fmal value for CH,SiF, agrees 
with the previous microwave determination [13] that 
p = 233(10) D. 

No attempt was mride to study the rotational de- 
pendence of p from these spectra. The effective dipole 
moment determined from such Stark measurements 
with K SO is given by [16,23]: 

/.$fJ,K)=P* +P_m+ WP&! - (3) 

III the in&rite barrier limit, pn is the rotationless di- 

pole moment in the (u = 0) level. For *be current work, 
the only effect of internal rotation on eq. (3) is to 
change slightly the interpretation of the constant po. 
See the appendix of ref. 1161. In eq. (3), CCJ and pK 
are distortion dipole constants. The number given for 
p in table 1 actually represents PQ (3,2). From the 
value of pJ in table 1, it is clear that the contribution 
of uJ to pQ (3.2) is insignificant compared to the 140 
ppm error in the absolute value of p. The same conclu- 
sion is reached for pK if J&pJ[ 5 30, which is a very 
generous upper limit. Even with relative measurements, 
it would be very difficult to obtain ,uJ and/or pK from 
the conventional spectrum. However, relative measure- 
ments on the anticrossing spectra have been used fmd 
r_1J- See section 5.1. 

5. The avoided crossing measurements 

5.1. 131e S;ark rotational anticrossings 

Two series of Stark anticrossings with (N = 0) have 
been studied in CH,SiF,: one $ with K = ? 2 ++ + 1 
for various u and J, and the other with K = + 3 * 0 for 
various u but only J = 3. As shown in ref. [3], these 
two K-series are the only ones which meet the focusing 

requirements for transition detection in a conventional 
MBER spectrometer. 

The various anticrossings searched for are fisted in 
table 2. For each case which was not observed, the mix- 
ing matrix element 7 must be much smaller in magni- 
tude than the typical values for the anticrossings de- 
tected. Our tentative conclusion is that the unobserv- 
abIe anticrossings are forbidden, i.e. *he corresponding 
q E 0. One selection rule which emerges clearly is 
Au = 0. Since the distortion dipole operator has no 
torsional part and does not break the rotational sym- 
metry, one would expect the torsion-rotation symme- 
try to be conserved, i.e. &W = 0. This implies directly 
Aa = 0. A similar conclusion was reached.earlier for 
CH3CF3 [2]. 

+ In !aWLing an anticrossing, the fast set of quanmm num- 
beers atwrlys refers fo upper level cz and the second set refers 
tc? lower level p. 
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Table 2 
Summary of the selection rules investigated for anticr~ssings in CH;SiFs a) 

J upper state Lower state 

Ko, % r, mj $ *a r@ “JB 

mJ Label b) Remarks C) 

2 

2 

2 

2,3 

2,3 

2,3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

4 

5 

5 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1,2,3 

ls2.3 

2 

2 

*2 

$2 

22 

*2 

+2 

22 

*2 

r2 

+2 

2 

52 

*2 

+-2 

?2 

it3 

+3 

c3 

r2 

52 

i2 

52 

c2 

52 

+2 

52 

+2 

*2 

*l 

+1 

+1 

31 

0 

71 

51 

0 

51 

+1 

r1 

*1 

0 

=1 

*l 

0 

a1 

0 

0 

r1 

21 

0 

Tl 

Tl 

0 

21 

*l 

0 

rl 

Tl 

0 

=1 

il 

Tl 

r1 

Ei 

EZ 

E3 

El 

E2 

E3 

E2 

353 

El 

% 

% 

El 

E3 

Ei 

A2 

E4 

E4 

El 

E2 

E2 

El 

E3 

E3 

El 

52 

E2 

El 

% 

E2 

E3 

E3 

71 

Tl 

=1 

Fl 

FI 

71 

Fl 

il 

71 

=1 

71 

Tl 

Zl 

rI 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

71 

rl 

71 

=1 

0 

TI 

*1 

0 

Tl 

+1 

0 

0 

:l 

71 

71 

0 

51 

0 

0 

rl 

+1 

0 

?l 

0 

il 

?l 

0 

0 

21 

0 

51 

0 

0 

0 

0 

El 

‘52 

‘53 

El 

E2 

E3 

El 

El 

E2 

E3 

E7 

El 

E3 

El 

A2 

E4 

E4 

Al 

E4 

AI 

E4 

E4 

A1 

Al 

E4 

Al 

E4 

0 SH 

0 SH 

0 SH 

0 S 

0 S 

0 S 

0 s 

0 S 

0 S 

0 SH 

0 SH 

0 s 

0 SH 

0 S 

H 

H 

H 

H 

H 

H 

H 

H 

H 

H 

0 EA 

0 EA 

0 EA 

*l EA 

not observed 

not observed ,j? 

not observed 

not observed 

not observed 

not observed 

not observed 

not observed 

Am H *F =Tl’Am =0 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 2 (continued] 
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J Upper state Lower state m.r Label b) Remarks C) 

R cy *Ix rc! G 5s ofi rfl mJp 

2 *I :1 E3 12 r1 0 Rx 0 *2 EA not observed 

2 I 1 11 Ea r2 =I G Et 22 0 EA not observed 

2 rl *1 E2 k2 Tl 0 El G 52 EA not observed 

2 52 ;1 E2 51 52 0 El Tl r2 EA not observed 

2 22 +I E3 rl 12 0 El T1 *2 E-4 not observed 

3 *1 Sl E3 r2 Tl 0 El +2 0 EA noi observed 

5 * 1 Fl E3 55 71 G El 25 0 EA 

2 51 Fl E3 rl ;I *I 5 ?l 0 EE 

3 -1 Fl ‘53 i 1 il il E2 21 0 EE 

4 21 71 E3 2 1 +I 71 52 51 0 EE 

I +l ~1 E, 52 ~1 rl Ea 51 +l EE 

a) Upper s&s go with uppn uld rower nith lower. 

b) For the Stark-hyperfine hybrids (SH), the selection rides listed refer only to the pure Stark component. See text. 
cl Unless otherwise speciiied, the anticrossir&r was observed. 

The selection rules for the magnetic quantum num- 
bers follow [3] from the fact that the distortion dipole 
operator has no nuclear spin part. Clearly, &?H = 
Am, = 0. Since mT must be conserved, Lmr~ must also 
vanish. This argument does not apply to the hyperfme 
crossings; in this case, LvnJ = 0, 2 1. C 2, depending on 
the specific operator involved. 

Most anticrossings can be treated as a series of two- 
level problems; in the upper- and lower-state quantum 
numbers of table 2, as throughout the current work, 
upper sighs go with upper and lower with lower (unless 
otherwise specified). However, the Stark-hyperfme 
hybrids listed in table 2 are exceptions. These are all of 
thetype(J,K=t2,0,m~=~I)ti(~,K=+l,o,mJ 
= + 1). The distortion dipole operator couples signs 
upper fr upper and lower c lower with its (AK = + 3, 
bz, = 0) matrix elements, while the magnetic dipole- 
dipole interaction can couple signs upper ++ lower and 
lower * upper with its (AK = * 1, AnzJ = + 2) matrix 
elements. By applying a small magnetic field B of z-2 
mT, these hybrid anticrossings are reduced to two sep- 
arate “two-level” problems: a pure Stark anticrossing 
that is insensitive to B and a pure hyperfme anticrossing 
that can have many magnetic components (see section 

5.2), each shifted well away from the (B = 0) position. 
While the initial search for these avoided crossings was 
made in the Earth’s field, all the precision crossing 
field measurements were made with B x 2 mT on 
the Stark component only. A full discussion of 
Stark-hyperfme hybrids is given in ref. [3]. 

The energy level scheme for the (J= 2) member of 
the(K=+2~T1)series~~thmJ=+7_iS~ownin 

fig. 1. The heavy dots mark the three possible (Aa = 0) 
anticrossing, all of which were observed. The umnarked 
intersections correspond to the (Au= 5 1) anticrossings. 
The two at lowest field and the two at highest fie!d 

were searched for and could not be detected. For the 
remaining two, the search was done on the correspond- 
ing series with nrJ = ?l; again they could not be de- 
tected. Thus all six of the unmarked intersections in 
fig. 1 are thought to correspond to forbidden avoided 
crossings. 

The energy level scheme for (J = 3, K = f 3 * 0) is 
very similar to that shown in fig. 2. Of course, the 
energy levels have to be relabelled; in order of decreas- 
ing zero-field energy, these are (., K, u, r) = (3,~ 3, 
Tl,E4)=ol; (3,+3,F1,Eq)~~(Ya;(3,f3,0,A1 
+A2)-~3;(3,0,~1,Eq)~P1;(3,0,0,AZ)’P2. 
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electric field (kV/cm) 

Firg. 1. Schematic plot against the electric field of the energy 
levels of the (J, K) = (2, * 2) and (2, + 1) states form,= f 2. 
Zipper signs go with upper and lower with lower. The heavy 
and open dots indicate rhe Stark 3nd barrier anticrossings, 
respectively. For clarity, the tordonal splittings have been 
enlarged slightly. 

In this case, the (AD = + 1) anticrossings were not 
searched for. However, as specified in table 2, the (Au 
= 0) anticrossings were observed: o1 tf pl ; a2 ++ PI ; 
a3 7 &. In the last case, if we adopt the more restric- 
tive [AF = 0) form of the selection rule, only the A2 
subievels in cr3 can interact with &, as is indicated in 
table 7. 

The typical anticrossing spectrum consisted of a 
single line at a frequency -1 MHz with the electric 
field slightly above or below ee. The values of e, were 
e8.5 kVjcm for the (K = + 3 ++ 0) series and the 
member of the (K = + 2 * F 1) series -withJ = 5 and 
m, = 2 1 _ The values of me for the other members of 
the (K = ?r 2 *T 1) series were xl.5 kV/cm. As indi- 
cated in section 4, different C-fields were used in the 
two cases. The values of AuT were ~33 kHz and ~14 
kHz for the higher and lower field cases, respectively. 
In each case, AuobS was broadened by field inhomo- 
geneities of =14 ppm. The signal-to-noise for a single 
sweep at a time constant of 1 s ranged from 0.5 to 6. 

(J.K.O.TZ 

(2.52.rI. E2 

(Z.tP.zl.E, 

CZ.C.:LE, 

101 

electric iie:d (kV/cm 1 

Fig. 2. Schematic plot &nst the electric field of the en%= 
levels of the (J,K) = (2, f 2) and (2,O) states. For clarity, 
the quadmtic Star+ effect of the (K = 0) state has been exag- 
gented and the torsionA splittings have been enlarged sight- 
ly. The dots indicate the observed hyperfine rotational anti- 
crossings. 

For most runs, the spectra were taken with a signal- 
averager; sufficient scans were taken to build the 
sign&to-noise up to at least S/l_ 

The determination of the zero-field splittin$ A, 
from the crossing field .ac follows from a simple ex- 
tension of the analysis developed earlier for C, mol- 
ecules 131. For a Stark anticrossing, the value of A0 
is independent of magnetic and hyperfme effects. 
The dipole moment p is assumed to be constant at 
the reference value ,u,, which here is taken to be 
pQ (3,2) as determined in section 4. The rotational 
dependence of 12 as given in eq. (3) is absorbed into 
A0 to form an apparent zero-field splitting A$. The 
expression for A$ corresponding to eq. (18) in ref. [3] 
is here given by: 

A; = (Kz - $)[a - J(J i 1) b] , 
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where very small. The result for & is given in table 1. 

G = [(A - B) + (-+)(2x”/J’/9)] (1 + &) 

PI 

Ke and K0 are the K-values for the upper and lower 
states. respectively. c1 is tbc lowest-order coefficient 
in the Fourier expansion of the pure torsional energy 
[lo]. (al is negative.) c{ is the effective J-dependence 
irl produced by HD. As can be seen from eq. (2), 
“I can be expressed in terms ofDJnl, F3, and FsJ. 

For CHjSiF,, -nfF= 0.X0(3) i<HZ. 
in absolute measurements of eC, the accuracy in 

determining 4; is limited to 20 ppm by the long- 
ierm stability and resettability of tie voltage source 
for the C-field. However, in relirtive measurements 
where two different anticrossing spectra are observed 

in the same field, the error contributed by the voltage 
source is its short-time stability of 2 ppm. This same 
error applies when the “splitting method” is used [ZO] , 
in which the total C-field voltage is changed by 5 2% 
with a second voltage source connected to the lower 
Meld plate. 

The next step was to caiculate aU the zero-field 
splittings 4, from the E,. pJ was taken into account, 
but pK was neglected. The resulting error becomes 
significant only if /.+I > 5 ]DJ. In addition, ((Ye - 
olL)eK was neglected. in this case, the error becomes 
significant only if ](on - ai)en[ >; 10 x TO-24 cm3. 
These limits for both ].nK 1 and I (a, - aL)effl seem 
more than adequate for this molecule. The resulting 
values for 4. are listed in table 3, where 4. is de- 
noted vs . The superscript S refers to the mixing 
mechan%&tark); the superscript H is used in a sim- 
ilar way for the hyperfiie anticrossings (See section 
5.X) The subscripts oa and as indicate the o-values 
for the upper level (a+) and lower level @), respectively. 

The results include eleven absolute measurements, 
three differences, and one ratio. 

in re&tive measurements, optimum use can be 
made of the improved accuracy by taking the piece 

of data in the fit to be either the difference [3] or the 
ratio of the two zero-field splittings. If the two linear 
Stark coefficients aie equal, then the difference and 
rstio ore equivalent, although the former is often 
,more easily interpreted. If the two linear Stark coeffi- 
cients are different, the ratio makes better use of the 
data; the error in + cancels in the ratio, but makes a 
contribution to the difference. 

The distortion dipole moment pcrD was measured 
with the method developed for OPFs [3] by study- 
ing the anticrossing (.I = S,K = f 2, u = 0, mJ = t 4) 
* (4, T 1, 0, k 4). The re!ationship between pI, and 

the minimum separation nr,, for such a crossing in a 

C,, molecule [3,6] should apply to CH3SiF3 : 

v, = /.l&J[(J - l)(J + 2)l l/2 . (5) 

The applicability of eq. (5) was verified by measure- 
ments in CH3CF3 where it was shown that the c(~- 
values obtained from eq. (5) are independent of J 
and o [?4]. The present data on CH,SiF, show vm = 

(26.5 f 7.1) kHz and ,+, = 2.13(57) !.tD. For compari- 
son, pD in OPF, is .5.856(20) ctD [3]. 

5.2. Tile hyperfne rorational adcrossings 

The first step in reducing the data was the determi- 
nation of b from a relative measurement of the differ- 
ence in A t between two anticrossings with the same 
linear Stark coefficient, namely (J, K, o, mJ) = (3, 
+7,0,f2)*(3,T1,0,f2)~‘d(5,~2,0,r5) 
*s (5,T It O,? 5). It was found that b = 2.700(37) 
kHz. We then determined ,uJ from eq. (4~). The value 

c 
ot DJ_K was taken from the mm-wave spectrum (see 
section 6). Preliminary vahres of the reduce2 barrier 

heights, p, and the various distortion constants enter- 
ing -n:F were adequate because the term in p3 is 

A great many different (N= 0) hyperfme anti- 
crossings occur at relatively low field. It was therefore 
our initial titention to study the selection rules in 
WaSiF, just as was done in OPF, [3]. By measuring 
the g-factors of the magnetic components, one can de- 
duce the selection rules on ArrrH and 4mP, and obtain 
some insight into the mechanism providing the mixing 
matrix element 71. 

A study of this type was carried out for the series 
of anticro&.ngs (J = 2, K = k 2, aa, mJ = f 2) + (2,0, 
oa,O). The energy level scheme withB = 0 is shown 
in fig. 2. Of the six possible anticrossings, the two in- 

volving the upper level with F = Eg were found to be 
forbidden. For each of the four detected avoided cros- 
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Zao-field splittings A,, for CHaSiFa in the ground torsional state a) 

J Upper stare Lower stats Observed Observed - Label 

value calculated 

KCC =a rP KP OP rfi 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

5 

5 

3 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

3 

5 

3 

4 

;1 

51 

=1 

r1 

r1 

Tl 

+1 

:I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Fl 

Tl 

71 

71 

?l 

71 

0 

71 

?l 

0 

il 

51 

@ 

Zl 

0 

il 

*I 

0 

*1 

0 

71 

0 

0 

0 

0 

?l 

Fl 

E 1 

cl 

E3 

El 

E2 

E3 

El 

E2 

A2 

E4 

E4 

22 0 El 

+2 Tl Ez 

r2 ?l E3 

r2 0 El 

i -2 Fl E2 

*2 Fl E3 

c2 0 El 

t2 Fl E2 

13 0 -42 

k3 Fl E4 

-3 +l E4 

v~o(~=2)-~v~1,~I(~=3)b) 

S’ vif,F1(~=2)-v~,o(J=3)b) 

s YF1,rl(J=3) -LJg*o(J=3)c) 

u~,o(J=3)-~~t,r,(J=3)c) 

v~,~(J= 3)&, _(I= 5) d) 

52 Fl Et 

k2 0 El 

k2 0 El 

z2 Tl EZ 

Ll Zl E3 

kl Tl E3 

21 Tl E% 

*1 Fl E3 

lJ.&U=2)-UEA(J=5) 

tl Tl E3 

*I Fl E3 

a) All values are in MHz, except the ratio. 
b) Both anticrostigs are from the (K = + 2 * 7 1) series. 
c) Both anticrossings are from the (K = i 3 - 0) series. 
d) the (.I = 3) and (J = 5) anticrossiogs are from the (K = f 3 * 0) and Q = i 2 +, ; 1) series, respectively. 

*I 

E4 

Al 

E4 

El 

El 

El 

5 

E2 

E2 

1025.287(20) 

1050.831(20) 

997.251(20) 

10X237(20) 

1050.786 (20) 

997.205 (20) 

1025.104(20) 

1050.650(20) 

3075.560(62) 

3098.841(62) 

3045.424(62) 

28.0813(30) 

25.5936(25) 

22.9816(85) 

30.4358(65) 

2.927577(11) 

1673.639(33) 

1076.620(20) 

1367.041(27) 

1383.228(27) 

298.9336(60) 

298.9401(60) 

298.9496(60) 

298.9697(60) 

-0.0299(12) 

17.8?940(40) 

17.87990(40) 

0.002 

-0.003 

0.002 

-0.003 

-0.003 

0.002 

0.000 

-0.005 

-0.012 

-0.019 

-0.co.5 

0.0006 

0.0007 

-0.0071 

-0.0067 

0.0000018 

0.000 

0.006 

0.012 

0.003 

-0.0008 

0.0005 

0.0021 

-0.0013 

0.0016 

0.00012 

0.00000 

relative 

relative 

relative 

relative 

H 
vkl,O 
H 

UO, fl 
H 

“0.0 
H 

%I, TI 

"EA 

"EA 

'EA 

"EA 

relative 

"EE 

%E 
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sings, the spectra were comparable in strength and 
width to the weaker of the low-field Stark anticrossings. 
The four crossing fields were measured in the Earth’s 
magnetic field. The resulting zero-field splittings a0 
are listed as yH in table 3, using the notation intro- 
duced in sect%%. Unlike the LJ&~~, these v!~,~~ 
can contain a contribution from the hyperfine effects 
[3]. However, the contribution can be neglected since 
it is small compared to the ==25 ML! error arising. from 
the calibration of E. 

A magnetic field of zO.8 T was then applied t3 de- 
termine its effects on the (0= = F 1) f, (uc = 0) mem- 
ber of this series. Since Am T=OandAmJ=f3-,the 

spectmm can, a priori, consist of 2s many as three 
pairs of magnetic components with selection rules 
(4mH = 0, Am, = T 2), (4ma = 7 1,&n, = + I), and 
(4Q = 7 3, 4ml, = 0). The correspondingg-factor 
geK for each magnetic component in the pair is domi- 
nated [3] by the nuclear contributionF=gHAmH 
+gF4mF, where gH and gI: are the hydrogen and 
fluorine g-f2ctors, respectively. Only the magnetic pair 
with lg”l= ‘dH could be detected. The mixing in this 
case must therefore be due to a tensor of second rank 
in IH) most probably the spin-spin interaction be- 
tween protons. As is discussed in section 7,2 careful 
measurement ofg,,, was used to determine the abso- 
lute sign of the rotational g-factor. 

A survey with (f3 = 0) of other hyperfiie avoided 
crossings was then attempted. For each of the four 

observed (4m, = f 2) anticrossings discussed above, 
the corresponding (hJ = i l> anricrossing were de- 
tected. However, the signal-to-noise was significantly 
lower. It became cIear that the experimentat work 
should be preceded by a theoretical investigation of 
the symmetry properties of the hypefime hamiltonian 
under the GIS group. This work (currently underway) 

should predict the selection rules 2nd mixing mecha- 
nisms, as was done for Cj, moiecules [3]. The result- 
ing estimate for q would be very helpful in the esperi- 
mental search. 

Table 2 lists all the hype&e anticrossings for 
which searches were made. The major conclusions are 
that AnzJ can be t 1 or f 2 and that the torsion-rota- 
tion symmetry can change; the same selection rules 
were obtained [7_] for CH3CF3. 

5.3. Z%e barrier an ticrossings 

In the recent work on methyl silane 141, it was 
shown that the banier anticrossings form a series be- 
tween upper level (e) s (J, K = f 1, op, I’,, my) 2nd 
lower level (@ c (J, K = 7 1, sp, rp, mj) with selection 
rules40=0,+1~d~J=0,i1,~1,~2,~3.A 
typical energy level scheme is illustrated in fig. 1. For 
eachJ, there are, a priori, three possible anticrossings. 
Only two could be detected: these (shown in fig. 1) 

haveT=Ejt,E~andr=EjttE1.The+~dcould 
not be detected: this (not shown in fig. 1) has I’= 
E, * E1 and w;?s concluded to be forbidden. The 
rr&ing matrix element 17 is clearly due to the nuclear 
hyperfme effects. It was suggested that 9 is domi- 
nated by the dipolar interaction between protons. 

To see whether these same conclusion can be 
drawn for methyltrifluorosilane, 2 survey with B = 0 
was carried out here of various barrier avoided cros- 
sings. The results are summarized in table 2. For con- 
venience, the anticrossings are often referred to by 
their change in torsional symmetry. Thus the (Au = 
i 1) and (Au = 0) cases are referred to 2s EA and EE 

anticrossings, respectively. 
The major CH;SiH3 conclusions were confirmed. 

Searches for avoided crossings with K = + 2 ff + 2 
failed, indicating that, if the energy of rigid rotation 
is to be conserved in the 2nticrossing, then I&I = 
I$ I = 1. Searches for avoided crossings with r = 
E, cf E, failed for both 4m, = 0 (as checked in 
C&SiI$) and 4m~ = i 2 (not previously checked). 

Again, it is concluded that r = E2 f) E, is forbidden. 
The evidence regarding the role of the spin-spin 

interaction is mixed. On the one hand, 2s was the 
case in CH3SiH3, the search for the (J= 3, mJ = 

f 2 * f 2) EA mem’ber of the series failed, while alI 
similar (hJ = 0) searches with different (.I, mJ) were 
successful. Because the factor [3mj - J(J + I)] ap- 
pears in all dipolar q w<th Am, = 0, th& suggests the 
dipolar mechanism is dominant. On the other hand, 
the searches for (J = 2, EA) anticrossings were success- 
fulfOr(mj=+2~r2)and(mJ=r2+t’l),bUt 
failed for (mJ = 2 2 *O). This suggests that the dipo- 
lar interaction is not dominant for J= 2. It should be 
noted that the (mJ = i 2 cf 0) avoided crossing ws 
observed in CH, SiH, . 

To obtain further insight into this probbm, a mag- 
netic study of the type described in section 5.2 was 
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made for the (J = 2, EA) anticrossing with (mJ = 
C 2 * 2 1). A priori, since (ArnJ = t l), two parts of 
magnetic components can exist, corresponding to 
(~,=7i,~F=0)and(~H=0,~F=71). 
Only the former components w&g”= gH could be 
found. This indicates that an interaction involving the 
off-axis spins in the top is operative. In CHaSiH,, be- 
cause both top and frame have the same type of off- 
axis nuclei, this kind of informaiion distinguishing top 
and frame interactions cannot be obtained. 

The dif?icuIty in interpreting null results should be 
emphasized, particularly where no systematic pattern 
has been identified. Conclusions based on such results 
should be regarded as tentative until their theoretical 
basis has been established. 

Absolute crossing-field measurements were made 
for six barrier anticrossings. In addition, a relative 
measurement was made of ec between the (J = 5) and 
(J = 2) EA avoidedzrossings. The resulting zero-field 
splittings A, are listed in table 3 as z+~ and uEA for 
the (Au = 0) and (Aa = _+ 1) cases, respectively. All 
these precision measurements were made on (tiJ = 0) 
anticrossings. In such cases, A,, depends [4] only on 
the torsional splitting and Q (J, K = +_ 1) as defined 
in eq. (3); these avoided crossings are therefore very 
well suited to precision studies of HTR _ 

The spectra used to measure the A0 were very sim- 
ilar to those obtained for the rotational a&crossings. 
The EE crossing fields were =G 150 V/cm while the EA 
crossing fieids fell in the range 250-800 V/cm. The 
value of AV, was ~7 kHz. The observed line widths 
Avobs approach this for the lowest E,, but were a 
little larger for the higher E,. 

Here (fi2), represents the diagonal matrix element 
of operator D in the representation which diagonal&es 
the leading torsional terms in eq. (1). This representa- 
tion is defined in detail in the discussioh of eq. (9) of 
ref. [4]. It is the (u, K, u)-variation of B that forms the 
basis of the torsional satellite method [9]. 

The microwave spectrum has most recently been 
investigated by Durig et al. [ 131. Frequencies were re- 
ported for 1 =GJ d 4 and 0 G u < 3. The errors quoted 
for v = 0 are 40 kHz; no errors were specified for v > 0. 
The measurements along with the errors assumed here 
are listed in tables 4 and 5 for v < 2 and u = 3, respec- 
tively. For u = 0 and 1, no splittings were observed. 
Since 2 Stark-modulated spectrometer was used, it can 
be assumed that the (K = 0) component did not con- 
tribute significantly. The observed frequency is then 
the average of v(v,J,K, 0) over the remaining (K, 0) 
weighted by the corresponding intensities. In view of 
this averaging, the errors for u = 0 and 1 were taken 
as 100 and 200 kHz, respectively_ For u = 2 and 3, the 
o-sphtting was resolved, but not.the K-splitting. In this 
case the K-averaging is done separately for (o = 0) and 
(u = f 1). Because less averaging is required for each 
line, the errors were reduced to 150 kI-lz. 

The data set for the pure rotational transitions was 
extended by studying the ground-state spectra for 
J= 13 + 12 and 14 +- 13 with a saturation-modulation 
mm-wave spectrometer [25] and for J = 1 +- 0 with the 
MBER method [4], For the mm-wave spectra, the 
K-splitting was resolved. In all cases, the o-splitting 
could not be resolved. Each observed frequency is 
Then the average of v(O,J,K, 0) over u. The measure- 
ments are listed in table 4. 

6. The rotational transitions 7. The rotational g-factors 

The allowed pure rotational spectrum Follows the 
selection rules (u, J c 1, K, a) +- (u, J, K, G). The fre- 
quencies v&J, K, cr) can be calculated from eqs. (1) 
and (2); the only change from the standard expression 
is the introduction of an effective B-value: 

B(v,K, a) = B - D_rn,b2& 

+F&1 -cos3oi))~~ 

+FgJ; (1 - cos 9o)>&Q _ (6) 

The Zeeman effect on the normd MBER spectrum 
was studied to obtain g,, and gl, the molecular g-fac- 
tors for rotation, respectively, parallel and perpendic- 
ular to the molecular symmetry axis. The techniques 
used are treated irr detail elsewhere [16,19,3]. When 
2 large magnetic fieIdB is applied parallel to E , each 
Stark muhiplet (see section 4) splits into two lines 
sepazsted by Z@Jg(J, K)/, where 

g(J,K)=g,t(gB-g,)Kz/J(J+1). (7) 

Effects due to nuclear shielding and internal rotation 
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Table 4 
Pure roiatioml frequencies for C%$Wg for u = 0, 1, and 2 a> 

” Upper state Lower state Observed value Observed - Average _. 

K Q =a 4 =s 
calcuhted cwer b) 

0 

0 
1 
2 

2 
0 

1 
2 
2 
0 
1 
2 

2 

0 
I 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
3 
0 

1 0 0 

2 1 
2 1 
2 0 1 
2 L 1 I 
3 2 

3 2 
: 0 2 

3 +1 2 

4 3 
4 2 
4 0 3 

4 +I 3 

5 4 
5 4 
5 0 4 

5 *l 4 

13 i; 5 12 

13 r 6 12 
13 5 7 12 
13 r 8 1’ 
13 + 9 12 
1; = 10 12 

13 I: 11 12 
13 * 12 12 
14 +_ 3 13 
14 i 4 13 
14 + 5 13 
14 f 6 13 
14 + 7 13 
14 + 8 13 
14 2 9 13 
14 + 10 13 
14 = 11 13 

0 

0 
21 

0 
*l 

0 
$1 

7 431.323(15) 0.006 m 

14 862.54(10) -0.07 KS0 
14 S44.?2(20) -0.30 K, o 
14 828.4S(15) 0.18 K 
14 829.49(15) -0.11 K 
22 293.86(10) 0.02 K. u 
22 267.49 (20) 0.03 K.0 
22 242.30(15) -0.04 K 
22 2441.38(15) 0.02 K 
29 725.02(10) 0.03 K, c~ 
29 689.87(20) 0.03 K, 0 
29 656.55(15) 0.23 K 
29 659.06(15) 0.03 K 
37 156.13(10) 0.10 K, o 
37 1:2.17(20) 0.07 K, o 
37 069.92&S) -0.28 K 
37 073.62(13) 0.06 K 
96 597.995(50) -0.020 0 
96 597.278(50) -0.007 * 

96 596.435(50) -0.005 0 
96 595.445(50) -0.015 u 
96 594.343(50) 0.007 I? 
96 593.100(50) 0.004 Q 
96 591.725(50) 0.001 0 

96 590.185(50) -0.022 o 
111 457.568(100) 0.000 D 

111457.042(50) -0.007 0 
111456.354(50) -0.006 0 
111 455.527(50) 0.000 0 

111 454.569(50) 0.017 o 

111 453.428(50) 0.007 0 
111452.133(50) 0.008 0 
111 450.707(50) 0.012 cr 

111 449.116(50) 0.005 D 

a) AU values are in MHz. The microwave frequencies between 14 md 40 GHz are taken from Durig et al. [ 131. The mm-wave fre- 
quencies and the J = 1 - 0 transition were measured in the current work. 

b) The splittings associated with the quantum numbers listed were not resolved. The frequencies listed therefore represent an aver- 
age over these quantum numbers, with K = 0 being excluded from the Stark-modulated data (i.e. the results taken from ret 
[131X 

are negligible here. No attempt was made to deter- 

mine the anisotropy in the magnetic susceptibility. 
From Zeeman splittings measured for B = 

81593(17) mT, it was determined that lg(l,O)] = 
0.0175(2): lg(3, -F 2)I =0.0202(2) and ig(3, t 3)1= 
0.0234(3), all in units of the nuclear magneton flUN. 
From three different Ig(J, K)j, we determined the 
rnagnirudes ofg, and g,, as well as showing that 
&l&l > 0. 

The absolute signs of the g-factors were obtained 
by the anticrossing method [3] using the hyperfme 
rotational avoided crossing (J = 2,K = + 2, u= 7 1, 
mJ = 2 2) f+ (2,0,0,0). As discussed in section 5.2, 
this anticrossing spectrum splits into two components. 
As with the allowed spectrum, the separation is given 
by I&B times an effective g-factor g,= in this use, 
however [3 1, 
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Table 5 
Pure rotational frequencies for CHsSiFs for u = 3 a) 

____-- 
Jb) Torsional Observed Predicted 6 c) 6/(J+ 1) 

symmetzy value Vatue 

1 A 14 813.84(15) 14 818.07(13) -4.23 (14) -2.12 
2 A 22 220.73(U) 22 227.00(21) -6.27(21) -2.09 
3 A 29 627.67(M) 29 635.74(28) -8.07(27) -2.02 
4 A 37 034.58(U) 37 044.40(35) -9.82 (34) -1.96 

1 E 14 810.56(1S) 14 813.53(11) -2.97(U) -1.49 
2 E 22 215.52(U) 22 220.19(17) -4.67(16) -1.56 
3 E 29.620.81(U) 29.626.79 (23) -5.98(22) -1.50 
4 E 37 025.49(15) 37 033.32(28) -7.83(27) -1.57 

a) AlI values are in MHz. The observed frequencies are taken from Durig et al. [ 131, along with the &nment, here referred to as 
+l. In an altem~tivive (albeit speculative) identification, here referred to as +2, the upper four observed frequencies are assigned 

to the conesponding E lines. 
b) This refers to the lower level in the (J + 1 t J) transition. 
C) 6 EZ (observed-predicted). 

gfl=2& -2g(2,*2). (8) 

From measurementsmade withB = 800.55(17) mT 
and the lmown value of gH [26], it was determined 
thatg(2, + 2) = -0.0252(30) run, showing that both 
g-factors are negative_ With the magnitudes and rela- 
tive signs of gn and gL determined from the normal 

spectrum, it follows from eq. (7) that lg(2, * 2)l= 
0.0227(4). The good agreement between the two 
magnitudes provides a stringent test for the data. The 
final values for gti and gl are given in table 1. 

8. Analysis and discussion 

A simultaneous analysis of the anticrossing split- 
tings in table 3 (u = 0) and the rotational frequencies 
in table 4 (u < 2) was carried out in an attempt to 
determine A, B, p, V3 and the various distortion con- 
stants. The (u = 3) data in table 5 are d&cussed below. 
The me*&od of analysis and its results closely parallel 
those for CH3SiH3 [4,7]. 

The anticrossing splittings provide essentially six 
pieces of information. A tiue of p is obtained with 
is independent of the other parameters in eqs. (1) 
and (2) except t+ough a small correction term that 
is a function only of the reduced barrier height s [7]. 
Since p can be obtained directly from the ratio 
vsA(J = 3)/+# = 3),p is also highly insensitive to 
the uncertainties in the dipole moment. The second 
piece of information is a very accurate value of s itself, 

determined directly from energy splittings rather than 
from wavefunctions as in the torsional satellite meth- 
od. 

Three linear combinations of A,DK,DKm, ad 
Fx are obtained by combining measurements from 
three types of anticrossings: barrier, Stark rotation 
w&b (K = + 2 f+ 7 1) and Stark rotation with (K = 
ZL 3 ++ 0). The hyperfiie rotational avoided crossings 
(K = f 2 ff 0) do not break the correlations. Because 
the term in DK goes as K 4, it can be separated from 
the others; the most important measurement in this 
regard is the relative measurement (ratio) of a (J = 3, 
K=?3*O)anticrossingwitha(J=5,K=~2*~1) 

anticrossing. The terms associated withA, DK~, and 
F3K all go as Kz. These three constants cannot be 

isolated; instead, two effective parameters are deter- 
mined [4,7] : 

-T- Aeff =A - DK,,, +I-)~ + F3K C$, (1 - cos 30()), , (9a) 

(9b) 

Here <Z,=O is the unweighted average over u of the 

diagonal matrix elements (~)v=o,K,cr of operatora. 
For v = 0, this average is independent of K to an ac- 

curacy much higher than necessary [7]. A is a numeri- 
cal factor whose vSue for CH3SiF3 is 0.01099. Its 
definition in terms of the .matrix elements @2),= O,K;, 
and (4 (1 - cos 30~)&=0,~,~ is given in ref. [7] _ 

The vahJe of V3 is obtained from s using s = % V3 /F_ 
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F is not a free parameter, but is calculated from A/ 
p(1 -0). since or&A eff is known, ir follows that rhe 
value obtained for the barrier height is also an effective 

parameter: 

IT;” = ; s PIcff/p (1 - p) . @c> 

The last piece of information obtained from the 
anticrossings data is the Jdependence of the torsional 
spIittings, which is determined by Fv> Fg, and DJ~. 
However, the rotational frequencies are more sensitive 
to these constants. The main impact of the beam data 
in this regard is to require the inuoduction of F~J. If 
FW is i%ed at zero, then the J-dependence of the 
aticrossing data is inconsistent with the rotational 
spectrum. The introduction of either Fu or Fw re- 
moves this difficulty, with the latter providing a s&lit- 
ly better fit. In CH3SiH3, the Fg fit was alSo superior. 
In that case, the improvement was striking [4], Ieading 

us to prefer the Fw fit in the current work. 
The parameters obtained from *he least-squares fit 

to the (u < 2) data are listed in table I. The differences 
between the observed and calculated frequencies are 
given in tables 3 and 4; the x2 for the best fit is 14. 
The overall agreement is excellent. If FU is used in- 
stead of Fw, the major differences are small changes 
in four parameters: 30 kHz in B and A, 6 l&Iz in DJm 
and 650 UIz in Fg. Various constants have been 
omitted from eq. (2) that are of the same order as 
those retained. See eq. (6) of ref. [4]. None of these 
was determinable. 

In table 5 the frequencies predicted for u = 3 with 
the best-fit parameters of table I are compared to the 
experimental measurements using the original assign- 
ment [ 11,13], here referred to as fl. The differences 
are Iarger than the errcrs by a factor of over 25 and 
are closely proportional to (.Z + 1). An alternative iden- 
tification, here referred to as g2, is suggested by 
tabls 5. The four upper observed frequencies in rabIe 
5 are assigned to the corresponding E lines. The value 
of 6 s (observed - predicted) is improved dramatically 
for each of the four Iines. However, if this identifca- 
tion is to be adopted, an expla&tion must be found 
for the fact that the A lines weie not observed 
[I I, 131 even though they are expected to be com- 
parable in strength to the E lines. To clarify this 

point, a Stark-modulated spectrometer was used to 
reinvestigate the (J = 5 * 4) spectrum for u = 3. NO 
line of suitabie intensity could be found in the region 
predicted for the A line in assignment 2. It must be 

concluded that the reduction in 6 mentioned above 
were fortuitous and that the original identification is 
correct. 

For identification +l , a satisfactory fit to all the 
(u 6 3) data could not be achieved with torsion- 
rotation terms previously discussed [4,7,10-12,141. 
The torsional energy ET (v = 3, K, o = 0) lies only 

~4 cm-l above the top of the barrier, while.!?+, 
K, 2 1) falls below by ~24 cm-r. The A levels would 
be very sensitive to a small increase in the barrier 
height, while the E levels would be particularly sensi- 
tive to the shape of the potential. The current model 
may not represent these effects properly. The failure 
of the fit may also be due to a perturbation of the 
(u = 3) level by a low-lying fundamental. However, 
the same type of breakdown of the internal rotation 
model was noted in methyl silane, where the problem 
of low-lying fundamentals is less severe. 

The true values ofA and V, were obtained, as for 
CHjSiH, [4], by making two additional fits, one 
with DKm f 0 and the other with FsK e 0. From the 
resulting variation in _A and V,, it was determined 
that: 

A = 4059.3 f 1.5 MHZ ) (loa) 

V, = 413.97 +- 0.20 cm-1 . GObI 

Although the correlation effects have been removed 
from the results in es_. (lo), they wili contain contri- 
butions from the higher-order terms [7,10,123. For 
A, these are expected to be negligible compared to 
the error, but for V3 they may be al% and hence 
significant. 

The torsional satellite method was used by ,Kirtrnan 
[I I] to analyse rhe (J = 5 + 4) spectrum of CH;SiF3. 
After conversion 143 to the current notation, his re- 
sults for the constants in the effective E-value are 
(in MHz): B=3717.S6;F3J= --19.314;DJm =O.IlOS. 
No errors were quoted. The value for Vs was 455(35) 
cm-l. The agreement with the current results is good, 
particularly when it is recognized that only three mi- 
crowave frequencies were used along with assumed 

values for some of the structural parameters. 
With the current results it is possib!e to do a large 

part of the rz structure determination using only sym- 
metric-top data corrected for torsional effects. The 
value of p will deviate from Z,_J(l, +Zr) only through 
the omission of a small correction term [7], a step 
which is required by the redundancy relations [7,13-l. 
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ff this is neglected, then it follows from the values of 
Aa11dpthatZ,=3.170(2)amu~~andZ~=121.329(47) 
amu A2. The value of Z, obtained for CH, SiH, in a 
similar manner [4] was 3.165(S) amu AZ. The close 
agreement between the two measurements off, indi- 
cates that the redundancy correction is negligibIe. From 
Z,, the distance S, of the hydrogen atom from the 
symmetry axis was determined to be 1.0239(3) A. 
From If, the corresponding distance S, for the fluorine 
atom was found to be 1_4590(3) A. 

To pursue the structure further, the moment of 
inertia Zb for the direction perpendicular to the sym- 
metry axis was caicuiated for each pf three different 
isotopic species. For the parent spscies CH,SiF,, Z6 
= 1X.926(9) amu a’, as obtained directly from B in 

table 1. For 13CH3SiFj,Zb = 139.392(g) amu AZ. 
Here the B-value was calculated from the effective val- 
ue for the ground state [13] by assuming in eq. (6) 
that the tossiond terms are the same as in the parent 
species. For CD,SiF3.Zb = 152.386(9) amu A2. Here 
B was obtained (along with FU and i?&,) by refitting 
the data reported by Kirtman [l l]. In the analysis, 
A and p were corrected for the deuteration and then 
fixed. The remaining parameters were assumed to have 
the same values as in the parent species. 

The structure of the methyl top was then calcu- 
lated: rCH = 1.0940(6) A and L HCSi = 110.63(4)‘. 
These are in reasonable aaeement with the results of 
Durig et al.: rCR = 1.081(4) a and L HCSi = 
111.02(50)0; this earlier analysis, of course, used 

both symmetric- and asymmetric-top data. In the cur- 
rent work, the positions relative to the centre of mass 
were determined for the carbon atom and the projec- 
tion of the hydrogen atoms on the symmetry axis. 
However, the corresponding displacement for the sili- 
con atom could not be obtained because it is too close 
to the centre of mass. 
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